
How to find exchange’s
wallets in practice
(even for newbies)
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It is high time for us to move from words to actions and find out whether it is possible 
for an ordinary user to discover an exchange’s hot (and ideally cold) wallets. 

In this experiment, we will move together from the first transaction made on a 
particular exchange until the last step of our “treasure hunt”.

To begin with, we’ve chosen two famous exchanges, Bittrex and Poloniex, and have 
thus transferred our funds from Bittrex to Poloniex accordingly. Acting in such a way 
will help us to investigate the wallets from both exchanges simultaneously. 

Let’s review the actions step-by-step: 

1.To use the exchange services, it is necessary to create an account providing all the 
required details. In our case, we already have two accounts on the mentioned 
exchanges: Bittrex and Poloniex. If you do not have an account on a preferred 
exchange yet, you will need to create it. 

Pic. 1 Bittrex Sign Up Page 
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2.Poloniex provides us with our personal exchange wallet address: 
1NGa4Ehwq496h3EADirchjPb27pUtzdSwW 

3.As a test case operation, we request the transfer of funds from Bittrex exchange to 
our Poloniex exchange account.

Pic. 2 Pre-hot Wallet provided by Poloniex

Pic. 3 Withdrawal Request in Bittrex Account 
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4.After a few minutes, we go to https://www.blockchain.com/explorer to check our 
transaction. 

5.In the previous screenshot, we see that the funds have been sent from 
1PCwgidrBwVikqYsy6bBiG9ifsL7MHEZae. Let’s check the balance on this wallet:

Pic. 4 Blockchain Explorer

Pic. 5 Checking Wallet Balance on https://live.blockcypher.com/
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As we know from our theoretical investigation (Hot&Cold Wallets search guide V.1), 
usually the exchanges send the withdrawals either from their hot wallets or their 
pre-cold wallets. Direct interaction with a client’s pre-hot wallet (usually referred to as 
an exchange account wallet) constitutes the main feature of hot wallets. 
According to the wallet balance, we can assume that it is one of the exchange’s hot 
wallets. Now, let’s proceed with analyzing the transactions sent from the 
1PCwgidrBwVikqYsy6bBiG9ifsL7MHEZae hot wallet: 

As we can see above, there are numerous incoming and outcoming transactions 
connected with 1PCwgidrBwVikqYsy6bBiG9ifsL7MHEZae hot wallet. When analyzing, 
we paid a particular attention to the largest and the most frequent transactions. We 
also carefully checked the wallets which were frequently repeated, as it is the most 
likely way to determine Bittrex cold wallets. 

Pic. 6, 7 Analyzing Transactions on https://www.blockchain.com/explorer



Pay particular attention to the next point. In practice, we found out that the 
transactions sent to hot and even cold wallets can differ widely in amounts starting 
at (roughly speaking) 0.00001 BTC to hundreds of BitCoins. It is nearly impossible to 
define the wallet type according to the amount of money sent from one wallet to 
another. 
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6.While checking the list of the transactions sent from the 
1PCwgidrBwVikqYsy6bBiG9ifsL7MHEZae wallet, we ran into the same wallet address 
most often:

Pic. 8, 9 Analyzing Transactions on https://www.blockchain.com/explorer



It contains a moderate amount of funds in storage, compared to the total 
turnover of BTC on this wallet;
It has participated in a large total number of transactions;
It has conducted an almost equal number of inbound and outbound 
transactions.
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7.We checked 1N52wHoVR79PMDishab2XmRHsbekCdGquK wallet address and 
came to the conclusion that this is another Bittrex hot wallet due to several factors:

Pic. 10 Checking Wallet Balance on https://live.blockcypher.com/

Because 1N52wHoVR79PMDishab2XmRHsbekCdGquK hot wallet has a larger 
balance than 1PCwgidrBwVikqYsy6bBiG9ifsL7MHEZae, we decided to investigate it 
further. 
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8.We analyzed the huge amount of its inbound and outbound transactions. This part 
is the most time-consuming and complicated: an exchange’s hot wallet has a 
significant number of incoming and outgoing transactions. It took our team several 
days to analyze the huge amount of the transactions manually. We had to get back to 
the transactions which were held almost 1 year ago to find the exchange’s cold wallet.

Pic. 11 Analyzing Transactions on https://www.blockchain.com/explorer

We assume that such a long pause in the interaction between these two wallets may 
be explained by the fact that the exchange may have lots of hot and cold wallets that 
interact with each other in different periods.
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9.As a result, we found 16rCmCmbuWDhPjWTrpQGaU3EPdZF7MTdUk wallet, which 
we assume to be one of the Bittrex cold wallets:

Pic. 12 Checking Bittrex Cold Wallet on https://live.blockcypher.com/

This conclusion was made according to the two main parameters: 

Wallet Balance (107,203.07647932 BTC which is approximately $426541744.76)

The number of the received and sent transactions: as we can see, the Bittrex cold 
wallet received almost twice as many transactions as the amount of sent 
BitCoins. This fact completely confirms our theory that cold wallets are being 
mainly used for cryptocurrency storage, thus, the number of sent transactions 
should be less than the number of the received ones.
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In this short 8-step experiment, we managed to prove that it is absolutely possible 
(even for a newbie) to conduct personal investigation and find exchange’s wallets 
without any special instruments, algorithms, and calculating machines. 

You only need to have your laptop at hand, a bit of time, and a strong wish to become 
a part of a huge movement which will change the crypto industry for the best.

In the next guide, we will go deeper and consider more complicated technical 
methods of finding an exchange’s cold wallets.

Doesn’t it feel like we ’re on the threshold of great new advance?

To be continued…

<The 3rd Part will be published soon. Please stay tuned!>
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